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ABSTRACT: In this paper, several Ni/Y catalysts were prepared to perform kerosene aromatization. 

The Na+ cation of Y zeolite was exchanged with NH4
+, and then Ni/HY catalysts were synthesized 

through the precipitation-deposition method. The properties of the samples were characterized  

by XRD, EDX, and BET. In addition, the Response Surface Method in combination with a three-factor 

Central Composite Design was employed to optimize the conditions of the reaction over Ni/HY 

catalysts. The three independent variables were: Ni content of the catalysts, reaction time, and 

temperature. Analysis of aromatic yield as the response was performed to survey the importance  

of these independent variables. Results of numerical optimization revealed that maximum operation 

conditions were 5%Ni-loading at a temperature 450ºC and a reaction time of 120min, in which 

aromatic yield was 55.74%. This was in agreement with the predicted aromatic content (52.62%)  

in this condition. Acceptable value for correlation coefficient (R2= 0.989), root mean square error 

(RMSE = 0.77), and standard error of prediction (SEP = 1.82) was obtained. These low values 

confirmed the adequacy and statistical significance of the model to predict an adequate response. 
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INTRODUCTION 

All oil-based fuels contain four main compositions 

namely alkanes, isoalkanes, naphthenes, and aromatics [1]. 

Among them, aromatic content has stringent limitations on 

specifications of hydrocarbon fuels, which is usually 

limited to <20 or 25 vol. % in many fuels.  Meeting this 

requirement is necessary to decrease the levels of carbon 

deposits [2]. However, fuels with a low content of  

 

 

 

aromatics cannot swell the elastomer materials, which  

can lead to leakage in the engine seals [3]. Moreover,  

the high content of aromatics, as an organic raw material, 

is important in petrochemical industries to produce  

the commercial aromatics used in several applications 

such as polyester fiber, pesticides, and medicine dyes [4]. 

Aromatics contribute to 50-80% of the FCC products 
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in the oil refineries [5]. As mentioned in the literature, 

some researchers prefer the application of higher boiling-

point fractions such as gas oil and kerosene for aromatic 

production instead of expensive light fuels [6]. 

Numerous papers in the literature study aromatization 

of hydrocarbon fuels [7-9]. A review indicates a well-designed 

reaction is necessary to produce the maximum content  

of aromatics in products. Catalytic reactions act more 

efficiently than non-catalytic pyrolysis reactions [10]. 

Processes easily go toward the desired reactions when  

a highly active catalyst was applied [11]. 

As recent studies have indicated, each zeolite can provide 

an individual product, because of its unique properties 

such as high surface area, porosity, acidity power, 

environmentally friendly, low cost, etc. [12,13]. Zeolites 

have been applied as attractive supports in many real 

processes of the oil refineries such as fluid catalytic 

cracking (FCC), distillate dewaxing by cracking, 

hydrocracking, lube dewaxing by isomerization or 

cracking, gasoline desulfurization, distillate dewaxing 

by isomerization, light paraffin isomerization, reformate 

upgrading, and diesel aromatics saturation [14]. According 

to the literature, Y zeolite is also characterized by high 

alkane and low aromatic selectivity [15]. Introducing small 

amounts of metal into a catalyst facilitates the proceeding 

of reactions towards desirable routes. Nickel is among the 

commonly used metals because it is cheaper than noble 

metals and more available than many other metals [16,17]. 

Another reason for its higher preference is the strong 

nickel-support interaction in the catalyst that helps prevent 

nickel sintering and carbon deposition, which has both 

technical and economic benefits [18,19].  

In general, both catalyst and operation conditions 

affect product quality [20,21]. For instance, increasing  

the temperature influences catalyst deactivation. It generates 

more gaseous product fractions and reduces the liquid 

hydrocarbon. On the other hand, zeolite acid strength creates 

changes in product composition. Many studies discuss  

the effect of reaction conditions on product quality [22]. 

They mostly used classic methods that only change one 

parameter coincidently, which rarely results in the 

successful exploration of the interactions of process 

conditions [23]. Instead, more resources are used and less 

output production occurs because of non-optimized 

reactions [24]. To overcome these obstacles, it is necessary 

to model and optimize key parameters of the reactions. 

One of the aims of this study is to construct a bridge 

between modeling and catalytic reforming.   

Many methods have been proposed for process 

modeling and optimization. However, some of these 

methods present drawbacks. They may not consider the 

interaction influence of parameters on the response or even 

miss the optimization of set points. Instead, the Response 

Surface Method (RSM) can predict accurately complex 

nonlinear processes. Based on the RSM data, suitable 

mathematical models can be developed with minimum 

process knowledge of the given system. One reason is the 

RSM’s ability to save time and lower the cost of 

experiments [23]. The first people who developed  

the RSM were Box and Wilson [25]. They described  

it as a collection of mathematical and statistical techniques 

to build an empirical model. This method is an effective 

technique for statistical modeling and multiple regression 

analysis of complex processes. It can develop, improve 

and optimize the process if it finds an accurate relationship 

between the response and independent variables [26-28]. 

According to the literature, various factors affect  

the performance of catalytic aromatization. Effective 

parameters recorded in previous studies include the percent 

of metal loading in the catalyst, various material ratios, 

reaction time, temperature, pressure, and Liquid Hourly 

Space Velocity (LHSV) [29-33]. Among these parameters, 

metal content, reaction time, and temperature were  

the parameters that had the most effect on the catalytic 

performance of the reforming process [33].  

In this original study, the Central Composite Design (CCD) 

was combined with RSM to predict the effect of the process 

parameters on the kerosene aromatization as an original 

study and determine the interactions of the independent 

variables to optimize the response.  

 
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 

Catalyst preparation  

To prepare the Ni/Zeolite catalysts, Nickel nitrate 

hexahydrate (Ni(NO3)2.6H2O), sodium carbonate (Na2CO3), 

and ammonium nitrate (NH4NO3) were purchased from 

the Merck Company (Germany), and the commercial  

Y zeolite (Si/Al=5.1 in Na-form, surface area 900m2/g)  

was supplied by the Zeolyst Company (USA).  

To obtain the H+-form of cation in the Y zeolite,  

the Na-form zeolite was ion-exchanged to NH4
+ with 

0.1mol/L NH4NO3 solution. In detail, the solution was aged 
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at 70ºC for 2h, filtered, and washed with distilled water. Then, 

the obtained precipitate was dried at 110ºC for 12h and 

calcined at 550ºC for 4h in air. The prepared powder has the 

capability of application as support to the catalysts. 

Different Ni/Y catalysts were prepared through the 

Deposition-Precipitation (DP) method. The procedure 

of this method was approximately the same as described  

in the literature [34, 35]. In detail, appropriate weights  

of 1M metal nitrate (Ni (NO3)2.6H2O) and sodium 

carbonate solutions (Na2CO3) were added simultaneously 

to 320ml deionized water at 70ºC and continually stirred 

by a laboratory magnetic stirrer operated at 700rpm. The 

flow rate of the basic sodium carbonate solution was adjusted 

to about 1ml/min to control the pH of the solution around 

7±0.2. After that, the sample was aged at the same 

temperature for 0.5h under slow stirring at a rate of 

300rpm. Then, the solution was filtrated, washed three 

times with deionized water at 70ºC, and added to  

the suspension of Y zeolite to introduce Ni on the zeolite. 

The mixtures were stirred, filtered, dried at 110ºC in air 

overnight, and finally the obtained precipitate was calcined 

at 550ºC in airflow for 4h. 

 
Catalyst characterization 

The X-Ray powder Diffraction (XRD) data were 

recorded with a Philips PW-3710 diffractometer using  

a Cu Ka source (λ = 1.5418 °A) in a 2θ range of 5-80° with 

a scan speed of 10º /min. To identify the diffraction 

patterns, they were compared with those of known 

structures in the joint committee of powder diffraction 

standards (JCPDS) database. The formation of the cubic 

phase of NiO (JCPDS Card 47-1049) with lattice constant, 

a = 4·1771Å, was investigated through the XRD pattern, 

in which distinct peaks at 2θ of 37.26º, 43.29º, 62.88º, 

75·42º, and 79.41º were identified as peaks of cubic NiO 

crystals with various diffraction planes (111), (200), (220), 

(311) and (222), respectively. The surface area of the 

samples was calculated by nitrogen physisorption analysis 

on a CHEMBET-3000 surface characterization analyzer 

from the Quantachrome Instruments Company (at -77 K). 

The total surface area was obtained by the Brunauer-

Emmett-Teller (BET) equation, while relative pressure 

(P/P0) ranged from 0.005 to 0.1. The t-plot method was 

applied to survey the microporous characteristics. The 

chemical composition of zeolites in the prepared samples 

was measured through the Inductively Coupled Plasma (ICP). 

Ni content in the samples was determined using the 

Energy-Dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDX, Zeiss 

Gemini Leo 1530). 

 

Catalytic aromatization test 

In this study, kerosene was applied as the feedstock.  

It was supplied by the Tehran Oil Refinery Company (TORC) 

and its specifications are reported in Table 1. 

As shown in Fig. 1, an experimental setup was designed 

and assembled for the aromatization of kerosene.  

The fixed-bed reactor in this reaction test was made  

of stainless steel with a height of 150mm and an inner 

diameter of 10mm (ID=10mm).  

To perform the aromatization reaction, 1g of the catalyst 

(20-40 mesh) was first uniformly loaded in the reactor. 

Before starting the reaction, the catalyst was reduced  

at 300 ºC for 1h in pure H2 with a flowrate of 50 mL/min. 

Then, the temperature was increased to 450 ºC, and 

kerosene was passed through the reactor at a flow rate  

of 5mL/min. The analysis of liquid products was carried 

out using an Agilent 6890N Gas Chromatography (GC) 

equipped with a DH capillary column (40m) and Flame 

Ionization Detector (FID). The injection temperature  

was set to 300˚C. The column temperature was initially 

increased from 40 to 100˚C (heating rate of 2˚C/min), then 

increased to 300˚C (heating rate of 10˚C/min) and 

maintained for 8min.  

The area percentage of each component was calculated 

as xarea% (Eq. (1)) after identifying the components  

in the GC-FID. 

xarea% =
xidentified area

∑ xarea

× 100                                           (1) 

Where xarea. % was the percentage of the component area 

in GC [36]. 

 
Experimental design and statistical analysis 

The RSM, a set of mathematical and statistical 

techniques, was applied to optimize the combination of 

operational parameters by reducing and simplifying  

the experimental designs and statistical analysis [37].  

The resulting aromatic yield in the liquid products was 

then modeled by a CCD with three independent variables. 

To minimize the block effect, the value of α was set to 1. 

As shown in Table 2, the different values of the independent 

variables were as follows: Ni content (0, 5, and 10wt. %), 
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Table 1: Specifications of supplied kerosene by TORC. 

Property Test method (ASTM) Feed properties 

Density at 15.6 ˚C (kg/m3) D 1298 797.4 

Distillation 
IBP (˚C) 

185 ˚C (Vol. %) 

200 ˚C (Vol. %) 
210 ˚C (Vol. %) 

235 ˚C (Vol. %) 

FBP (˚C) 
Residue (Vol. %) 

D 86 

 
156 ˚C 

23.9 

48.4 
64.1 

90.9 

260 ˚C 
0.81 

Sulfur (wt. %) D 1552 0.007 

Flash point D 3828 50 

Freezing point D 2386 -52 

Aromatic content (Vol. %) D 6379 21.3 

 

 
Fig. 1: Schematic diagram of the experimental setup of aromatization: LFC- liquid flow controller; MFC- mass flow controller; 

TC-thermocouple; TI– temperature indicator; PI – pressure indicator; PR – pressure regulator. 

 
reaction time (0, 120, and 240min), and temperature  

(250, 350, and 450ºC). 

As shown in Eq. (2), the experimental data from the 

CCD was analyzed using regression (Design Expert™ 11.0) 

and then fitted to a second-order polynomial model. This 

equation identified all possible interactions of the selected 

factors with a response function (Eq. (2)). 

Y = b0 + ∑ bixi

k

i=1

+  ∑ biixi
2

k

i=1

+ ∑ ∑ bijxixj

k

i=j

k

i=1

+ c    (2) 

Where, Y is the response (compositions) and b0, bi, bii, 

and bij are the regression coefficients obtained for the 

constant, linear, quadratic, and interaction terms, 

respectively. xi and xj are the independent variables, and i 

and j are the linear and quadratic coefficients, respectively. 

b is the regression coefficient, k is the number of factors 

studied and optimized in the experiment, and c is the 

random error.  

First, ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) was applied 

to check the statistical significance of the regression terms. 

It can evaluate the model coefficients, F-values, significant 

probabilities, and R2-values. Then, the adequacy of the 

regression models was checked by both the F statistic and 

a lack-of-fit test. This was necessary due to an insignificant 

lack of fit (p-value > 0.05). Next, the normal probability 

plots versus the predicted responses were compared to the test 
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Table 2: Range of independent variables employed for CDD. 

Independent variables Symbols -1 0 1 

Ni content A 0 5 10 

Reaction time B 0 120 240 

Temperature C 250 350 450 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2: XRD patterns of the parent Y zeolites and the prepared 

catalysts. 

 

the adequacy of the model [38]. Finally, the surface plots 

indicated the relationship between the response variable  

to the independent variables. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results of catalyst characterization 

XRD results 

The X-Ray powder Diffraction (XRD) patterns  

of the parent Y zeolites and the prepared Ni/HY catalysts 

are displayed in Fig. 2. Both prepared catalysts and parent 

zeolites display the characteristic XRD patterns of the Y 

structure. Therefore, the zeolite structure seems not to have 

been destroyed by the introduction of the nickel, although 

its crystallinity was slightly changed by the synthesis.  

The formation of a cubic phase in NiO at 2θ of 37.26º, 

43.29º, and 62.88º are identified by asterisks in Fig. 2.  

Nanoparticles are characterized by a significant 

amount of line broadening in the XRD patterns. As shown 

in Eq. (3), the crystal size can be calculated by using  

the Debye-Scherer formula [39].  

D =
κλ

βCOSθ
                                                                            (3) 

Where k=0.89, λ was the wavelength of the Cu-Kα 

radiations, β was the full width at half maximum (FWHM) 

and θ was the angle obtained from 2θ values corresponding 

to the maximum intensity peak in the XRD pattern.  

In general, there is a direct relationship between the peak 

breadths of a specific phase of material to the mean 

crystallite size of that material [40]. The crystallite size  

of the samples was determined using the Scherrer equation 

and the results are presented in the last column of Table 3. 

These calculated sizes confirmed that the NiO was highly 

crystalline according to the XRD data. 

The inter-planar space of the prepared catalysts  

was calculated using Bragg’s Law according to Eq. (4) [41]. 

2dsinθ = nλ                                                                           (4) 

Where n was considered 1. The average value of d for 

the most intense peak (2θ of 43.29) of all prepared 

catalysts was 2.06Ǻ (in the range of 1.93 to 2.16). 

Therefore, the obtained diffraction peaks from X-ray data 

met the requirements of the standard pattern for NiO [42]. 

 

EDX results 

As indicated in the 6th column of Table 3, the maximum 

deviation of Ni content in the catalysts was 0.3%, which 

indicates a proper approximation of theoretical Ni loading. 

 
BET results 

The results of textural properties for the parent Y 

zeolites and the Ni/Y catalysts were determined by N2 

adsorption-desorption and are indicated in Table 3.  

As shown in the 4th column of Table 3, the average 

pore diameter was around 2–2.4 nm, which is suitable 

for the performance of kerosene aromatization, because 

large molecules in the feed could easily reach acid sites 

in the catalysts. The BET surface area and pore volume 

were more in the 5%Ni/Y catalyst, which indicated that 

the Ni particles might cover the porous spaces of the HY 

sites and as a result decrease both surface area and pore 

volume.  
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Table 3: The results of textural analysis for the prepared catalysts. 

Row Catalyst 
SBET 

(m
2/g) (a) 

Average pore diameter 

(nm) 

Vtotal 

(cm3/g) (b) 
Ni Content (c) 

Acidity 

(mmol/g) (d) 

Crystallite size 

of Ni (nm) (e) 

1 NaY 829 2.03 0.32 --- 2.54 --- 

2 HY 733 2.29 0.38 --- 2.92 --- 

3 5%Ni/HY 603 2.37 0.35 5.2 2.87 7.26 

5 10%Ni/ HY 536 2.32 0.27 10.1 2.79 8.98 

(a) BET surface area (m2/g); (b) Total pore volume (cm3/g); (c) obtained from EDX; (d) identified by ICP, (e) calculated by Scherrer equation. 

 

The aromatization reaction was performed for 4h  

at temperatures of 250, 350, and 450ºC in the presence  

of Ni/HY catalysts. The liquid products were collected  

at the end of the reaction and analyzed by GC-FID. All 

components of the kerosene feedstock and reformed 

produced liquids were identified or organized by 

hydrocarbon groups and their carbon atom number Cn.  

It is noticeable that the catalyst with 5%Ni produced more 

aromatic content compared with the 10%Ni, which might 

be due to the occupation of acid sites by Ni particles  

in the catalyst. 

 

Statistical analysis results of the Central Composite 

Design (CCD) 

Central Composite Design (CCD) results were applied 

to model the aromatization of kerosene over Ni/HY 

catalysts and to investigate the effect of the process 

parameters on aromatic yield in the liquid products.  

The signal-to-noise ratio is desirable when it is greater 

than 4. This ratio was measured by adequate precision and 

was found to be 29.767 in this model, which indicated an 

adequate signal to navigate the design space by the model. 

Fig. 3 shows no significant difference between the 

actual and predicted aromatic yield, which is in agreement 

with the data in columns 5 and 6 of Table 4. 

The results obtained by the ANOVA test presented  

Table 5, show that the three independent variables (Ni 

content, time reaction, and temperature) were significantly 

predicted at three different levels, which went to a total  

of 15 runs (5 of the 20 runs were repetitive). To minimize 

the block effect, the value of α was set to 1. Hence, a design 

matrix of experimental runs for different conditions  

of the independent parameters could be obtained.  

According to the value of the R-squared statistic [43], 

the compatibility was more than 98.99% with the 

experimental data. This means that the model explained 

98.99% of the aromatic yield in this case. Adjusted  

R-squared was applied to correct the R-squared value  

for the sample size. This was used to evaluate the model's 

adequacy and fitness. The value of the adjusted R- squared 

(0.9809) indicates the significance of the model. Moreover, 

the predicted R-squared (0.9213) with a difference of only 

0.0596 (less than 0.2) was in reasonable agreement  

with the Adjusted R-square value of 0.9809. Therefore,  

the Adjusted R-square value showed a 98.09% of 

confidence level for the results of the variance analysis 

(ANOVA) in the case of aromatic yield. 

A p-value of more than 0.1 was ignored in this model. 

Therefore, the obtained Eq. (4) could be used to model the 

aromatic yield. As shown in Table 5, the second-order 

polynomial equation was coincident with the experimental 

results. 

Aromatic yield (%)  =  45.70 +  9.86A +                  (4) 

1.49B +  6.11C +  4.32AC −  17.27A2                               

As Eq. (4) shows, the reaction time had less 

significance in comparison with Ni content and 

temperature. The significance of the model was implied  

by the F-value of 109.44, which was obtained in the ANOVA 

result for the aromatic yield. Therefore, there was only  

a 0.01% chance that such a large F-value is due to noise. 

Fig. 4 (a, b, and c) presents the evaluated properties 

through 3-D plots of the aromatic yield. Fig. 4a shows  

the effect of Ni content and reaction time on the performance 

of aromatic yield at 350ºC. According to the results  

on response surfaces of aromatic yield, a local maximum 

point existed in the case of aromatic yield concerning  

the Ni content of the catalyst. An increase in the Ni-loading 

up to the optimum point was led to an increase in the 

aromatic yield to a maximum level, while further increase 

in the Ni content reversed the trend. The regression results 

showed that the optimal values of X1 and X2 were 120min 

for the reaction time and 5% for the Ni-content. The predicted 

value of the aromatic yield was 45.70%. 
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Table 4: Central Composite Design Matrix and experimental results. 

Runs 
Independent variables Aromatic yield 

Ni content (X1) Reaction time (X2) Temperature (X3) Actual value Predicted value 

1 5 0 350 43.37 44.22 

2 5 120 350 45.85 45.70 

3 0 0 250 17.26 16.32 

4 0 0 450 19.69 20.07 

5 5 120 450 55.74 52.62 

6 0 240 450 21.23 22.27 

7 10 0 450 46.96 47.83 

8 10 0 250 27.94 26.79 

9 5 240 350 47.60 47.19 

10 5 120 250 36.83 40.39 

11 10 240 250 31.04 30.55 

12 0 120 350 18.05 18.57 

13 0 240 250 19.84 18.86 

14 10 240 450 50.41 51.25 

15 10 120 350 38.37 38.29 

 

Table 5: Results of ANOVA for the aromatic yield. 

Source Sum of squares df Mean square F-value p-value  

Model 2929.03 9 325.45 109.44 < 0.0001 significant 

A-Ni content 972.91 1 972.91 327.15 < 0.0001 significant 

B-Reaction time 22.17 1 22.17 7.45 0.0212 significant 

C-Temperature 373.62 1 373.62 125.63 < 0.0001 significant 

AB 0.7477 1 0.7477 0.2514 0.6269  

AC 149.43 1 149.43 50.25 < 0.0001 significant 

BC 0.0593 1 0.0593 0.0199 0.8906  

A² 820.08 1 820.08 275.76 < 0.0001 significant 

B² 0.0001 1 0.0001 0.0000 0.9953  

C² 1.79 1 1.79 0.6021 0.4557  

Residual 29.74 10 2.97    

Lack of Fit 29.74 5 5.95    

Pure Error 0.0000 5 0.0000    

Cor Total 2958.77 19     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3: Predicted aromatic yield versus actual data. 

Fig. 4b provides the effect of the Ni content of the 

catalyst and reaction temperature on the aromatic yield.  

An increase in temperature and the Ni content of the 

catalyst up to 5%Ni-loading increased the aromatic yield. 

It was noticeable that if the Ni content increased further, 

the aromatic yield decreased. 

Fig. 4c indicates the response surface of the aromatic 

yield is a function of the reaction time and temperature.  

A high level of reaction time and temperature increased  

the aromatic yield. These conditions caused the process  

to produce more aromatic compounds in the products.  

The optimum values of X2 and X3 were 120min for the 
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Fig. 4: Three-dimensional response surface plots for the effect of (a) reaction time and Ni content; (b) temperature  

and Ni content; (c) temperature and reaction time; (d) Ni content, reaction time, and temperature on the aromatic yield  

of the liquid products; (e) Contour graph as a function of Ni content and reaction time at constant temperature;  

(f) Interaction diagram of the model. 

 

time reaction and 350ºC for temperature, respectively.  

The predicted value of aromatic yield was 52.62 in these 

conditions.   

Fig. 4d indicates the distribution of aromatic yield  

on a cube model. The highest aromatic yield for the edge 

(51.25%) was achieved when the 10%Ni/HY was used  

at a temperature of 450ºC temperature and a reaction time 

of 240min.  

However, as shown at the top center of the cubic model, 

the maximum aromatic yield (55.74%) was observed  

for conditions of a Ni content of 5%, a reaction time  

of 120min, and a temperature of 450ºC for the experiment. 
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Under these optimum conditions, the model predicted  

a maximum aromatic yield of around 52.62%. This value 

was due to a decrease in the stability of the Ni/HY catalyst 

when Ni content increased. 

Fig. 4e shows the contour graph of the aromatic yield 

with Ni content and reaction time at a fixed temperature, 

and Fig. 4f indicates the interaction graph of parameters. 

These two figures represent the effect of the interactions 

between both factors of Ni content and reaction time on the 

aromatic yield. 

The lowest content of aromatic obtained by the model 

(16.32%) occurred in homogeneous conditions. The aromatic 

content of none of the liquids produced over the Ni/HY 

catalysts was in the standard range of hydrocarbon fuels. 

This suggests that the development of an alternative 

method for the removal of aromatic compounds is 

necessary if the aim is the application of liquid products  

as a hydrocarbon fuel.  

 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, nanostructured Ni/HY catalysts were first 

successfully synthesized through the deposition-precipitation 

method and then applied to the aromatization of kerosene  

in a fixed-bed reactor. A combination of the RSM (response 

surface method) and CCD (central composite design) was used 

to optimize the reaction parameters of the aromatic content  

of liquid products. According to the ANOVA analysis, the R2 

showed the highest confidence level (98.09%). The optimum 

conditions of aromatic yield occurred in the presence of 5% 

Ni content, a time reaction of 120min, and a temperature  

of 450ºC in which the maximum aromatic yield of kerosene 

obtained by the model was 52.62%. The metal content  

in the catalysts, which could change the route of the reforming 

process toward new reactions, was the most important 

independent variable. In this work, the aromatic yield 

increased as the Nickel content of the catalysts increased up 

to 5%; beyond that, a reduction in aromatic content was observed. 

Therefore, it is necessary to optimize the metal loading  

of the catalysts to achieve the desired value of components  

in hydrocarbon fuels. The results of RSM modeling are also 

useful to properly design the aromatization reaction to obtain 

the maximum aromatic content in products. 

 

Abbreviations 

ANOVA                   Analysis of variance 

ASTM              American society for testing and materials 

CCD                          Central composite design 

FWHM                  Full width at half maximum of the peak 

GC-FID      Gas chromatography- flame ionization detector 

ID                         Internal diameter 

JCPDS       Joint committee of powder diffraction standards 
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